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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The contents of this paper is more of a tutorial in how to take a datasheet and determine what are the requirements that will be needed in the socket or test contactor.  I will identify some ideas that will help in getting electrical performance in lab and in production so that they better match solder to board performance.  I will present some data provided by customers on some real issues they experienced during production testing.  I will also show some modelled results and third party test results that will drive home some of the ideas this paper is presenting.  Although his paper emphasis mostly the electrical parameters of devices there are also a lot of mechanical issues, especially in production test that are also important to getting solder to board performance.  In my experience roughly 80% of the electrical problems in testing are a result of mechanical issues with device, handler, or other parts of the test system such as alignment plate and nests.
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Agenda
• Changes in Contactor performance

– Inductance effects
– Thermal or current carrying effects
– Cres and repeatability

• Importance of design margins
• Effects of device configurations
• Mechanical considerations
• Test methods
• Conclusion

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This paper will briefly first explain some of the effects that will effect contactor performance.  Second, I will take some typical device specs and point out the specifications that when tested with a socket or contactor will effect the performance from typical solder to board performance.  The three big areas I will address are inductance, especially effects of ground inductance, thermal or current carrying requirements, and repeatability.  Then this paper will discuss the importance of design margins and effects of device configurations and show how they may effect simulated results.  Then I will touch on some mechanical aspects that effect performance to be different than solder to board performance and talk a little about how it is important to measure or simulate results using the proper data and assumptions before concluding with all the paper’s main points.
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Causes of Changes in Performance

• Variations in signal path

• Variations in insertion position

• Variations in oxides and debris buildup

• Variations in package platings

• Variations in I/O pitch

• Variations in location of ground or return path

• Variations in insertion forces and speed

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows indicates some of the main reason for changes in a contactor’s performance.  If the contact changes form as it is compressed the path changes it length and effects the series inductance of the system and the electrical frequency response. (Insertion Loss, Return Loss and Crosstalk).  The insertion speed and location the device is inserted into the contactor will change the wear on the contacts.  Oxides and platings on devices have an impact on contact cleaning intervals and life.  Variations in pitch will change the impedance of the contacting system.  Distance to ground plane and location of ground signals will have a large impact in the electrical performance of the contactor.  Ground inductance will effect the measured gain.  Characteristic impedance of system will be defined by location and number of ground signals.  The characteristic impedance will effect the return loss of signal and adversely effect the crosstalk because reflected signal effectively has a second chance to couple with adjacent signal traces.  Testing at the correct forces and minimizing the insertion velocity in the proximity of test socket will result in longer contact life and MTBA cycles.  The larger the insertion force usually the lower the Cres.  However, the faster the insertion velocity the more wear occurs on contact and potential for more debris or plating to adhere to contact, thus degrading the MTBA of the test contactor.  
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High Gain Amplifier Spec Sheet

Schematic

Testing at hot will stress device if die temperature is exceeded!

Front End Module

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows a typical specs for a High Gain Amplifier in a QFN package with a front end module that has a requirement for working at multiple frequencies for different applications at different temperature ranges.  Typically higher gain amplifiers with gains above 20 dB are very sensitive to ground inductance.  These amplifiers are designed to work soldered to a load board with a short distance to the ground plane.  Like this device, more functionality is being incorporated into devices so in some instances the number of ground connections suffers as the design goal is to reduce the package to be as small as possible to fit in smaller systems.  This sometimes in an effort to get the device in a smaller form factor the number of ground paths from device to board ground plane are reduced making it more difficult for the test contactor to get an inductance low enough to support the testing without effecting the test parameters.  Adding a test contactor will always add inductance to the test scenario.  If the contactor ground inductance is too high it might artificially make the gain lower or many even cause the device to oscillate if the package ground inductance isn’t minimized to allow for some test margin.  The datasheet has been reconfigured to fit on this slide, but all data and plots can be found on the website listed on bottom highlighted in blue.  Because this device is tested at temperature it is harder and takes longer to breakdown the setup to maintain the contactor.
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Effects of Inductance

Amplifier gains above 20 dB more 
sensitive to ground inductance

Higher amplifier gains require lower ground inductance!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows the improvement in gain of an amplifier when the ground inductance is lowered.  Having only 0.25 nH of extra inductance from device to ground plane in a load board can reduce the gain of an amplifier by 2-5 dB.  0.25nH is equivalent to having two ROL200 contacts in parallel in the ground path.  To achieve the best ground inductance, a copper insert should be used with contacts built in to ensure good contact to the device ground pad.  The test contactor will always add ground inductance to the system.  The key is to design the load board and device so that the extra ground inductance that the test contactor presents won’t effect the performance when the devices are tested in production.Two important features to note from the graph.  First, for this amplifier, the contact type or grounding scheme doesn’t seem to matter until the gain gets above 20 dB.  Second, the lower the effective ground inductance the higher and more stable the gain measurement.  The ground inductance of the system can be reduced by adding more paths or shorter paths in the device.  Adding more paths or shortening the paths in the contactor or reducing the top layer substrate thickness to the ground plane on load board or adding more vias in areas close to the contactor contacts to ground plane.  Some people have filled ground vias and placed vias directly under contact interface point with load board to optimize the ground path.  This works well as long as the top surface of load board is coplanar so no mechanical issues occur between contactor and load board and device interfaces.
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High Power Amplifier Spec Sheet

Amplifiers have large bandwidths so it is difficult to optimize 
performance!  Large DC power, 1W RF out -> rest is heat!! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a typical specs for a high power amplifier. The important specifications that need testing are highlighted in yellow.  The input and output return loss are typically not very good for an amplifier.  In many cases the test contactor only needs to have a 3 dB margin to measure the current.  For this device to output 1 W of RF power it requires 7.8 Watts of DC power.  (1.3A @ 6V).  No duty cycle is specified so the power is at steady-state.  Therefore the contacts need to dissipate 6.8W.  This device has special tuning requirements depending on the test frequency.  Therefore there is probably a need for extra decoupling and matching parts needed really close to the device. The contact can handle more current if it is pulsed at a duty cycle, where contact is not on all the time.  Some contactor companies (Johnstech) publishes the steady state current that the contact can handle with only a 20 degree temperature rise.  These are worst case conditions.  If the temperature is allowed to rise above 20 degrees the contact can handle more current provided that the voltage drop across the contact interface doesn’t exceed the device plating softening and melting temperature and weld itself to contact.  It the test condition specifies a duty cycle the contact can handle more current,  at low duty cycles this current could be much greater than the steady state condition specified on Johnstech’s specs.  The datasheet has been reconfigured to fit on this slide, but all data and plots can be found on the website listed on bottom highlighted in blue.  Because amplifiers tend to operate over multiple frequencies bands it is almost impossible to tune or optimize matching at each frequency.  Contactors are like low pass filters so it is best to route 50 Ohm trace all the way from connector to device and make sure contactor can handle the device bandwidth.
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Material Softening/Melting Voltages

The low melting voltage of Matte Tin can cause test problems!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This table is from a paper given by Harlan Faller in 2009 and the source is Timron Scientific Inc., “Electrical Contacts and Electroplates in Separable Connectors”.  This table shows the voltage drop across and interface to either soften the material or cause the plating to melt.  The values are relatively low so for some platings it doesn’t require a lot of current to pass through the contact to generate enough voltage drop to soften or melt the device plating.  For devices that are plated with NiPdAu the material that has the lowest softening voltage will soften first.  In both cases this is the Gold, which also happens to be on the outside of the device.
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Current Carrying Example Calculations

Contact Resistance Current to Soften Current to Melt

20 mOhms 3.5 A 6.5A

50 mOhms 1.4 A 2.6 A

100 mOhms 0.7 A 1.3 A

150 mOhms 0.47 A 0.87 A

200 mOhms 0.35 A 0.65 A

250 mOhms 0.28 A 0.52 A

500 mOhms 140 mA 260 mA

Lower Cres solutions enable higher current carrying capability!!

For Matte Tin Plated Device

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart shows current needed to soften or melt Matte Tin plating on a device as a function of Cres at the interface between device and contacting scheme.  As shown in the chart the higher the Cres the lower the current the contact can handle.  It only takes one bad insertion to melt the device to the contacting scheme and cause catastrophic results.  These results might include just replacing the contact or might involve cleaning the housing or possibly replacing the whole housing.  Different device platings will have different softening and melting requirements.  Many ways to reduce this effect is to have multiple power and ground connections to share the current.  If the pads are large enough it might be possible to have multiple contacts hitting the same device pad.  Usually for rigid one-piece contacts with the proper forces if current can get to device I/O O.K. the contactor will have no issues with getting the current to proper load board pads.  This may not be the case for contacts with multiple moving parts and interfaces as they all will add Cres to the contacting system and result in a voltage drop for a given forcing current.  On unique way to avoid catastrophic meltdown is to use a Kelvin scheme where the sense contact is monitoring the voltage drop prior to applying full power so plating softening or melting scenario is avoided. If this scheme the Kelvin force contact would handle all the current and the sense contact would be used to verify the test connection was O.K. prior to applying full power or injecting full current into the device.  Typically the sense contact is only required to handle nA, but many can handle 0.5 Amps or more if specialized testing is required.
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0.5mm Pitch Socket 
Contacts Current Carrying Capacity

Test times can be longer with less current carrying capability!!
Tested at third party test house

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the current carrying capability of the ROL400 contact under steady state conductions vs. the current carrying capability at 50%, 10% and 1% duty cycles for a 300ms pulse, which is about the length of test time for many parts.  If the customer can handle a larger than 20 degree temperature rise the current carrying capability will also increase.  A 20 degree temperature rise is specified in case customers are testing at hot (+155 C) and don’t want their chip die temperature to exceed 175C.  If the pulse width was shorter more current could also be handled, but the device may have to be turned on multiple times to finish the testing, which could increase test time.  A rigid one piece contact will always be able to handle more current that an option that included multiple moving parts creating more Cres and IR voltage drop.  Also included in this slide is the current carrying capacity for a Spring Pin that was also tested by our third party test house using the same procedure and setup.  Its current carrying capacity is much less at steady state due to having multiple parts and interfaces within the contact (barrel, two plungers, and spring).  Because the spring pin might not have the same current path each insertion the variability may be much more for the spring pin.  You need to be careful how the current carrying capability is spec’ed because other suppliers may specify a higher temperature rise which may mean you can’t test at higher temperatures because the die will overheat and breakdown or become stressed.  Some suppliers specify a duty cycle, which means they can specify a higher current carrying capability, but may have to power up device numerous times if the test can’t be completed during the on-cycle.  Furthermore, in production the contactor may over heat if it is not allowed to cool down during insertions.
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Socket With Too Much Cres

Oops!!  Excessive heat caused by normal increases in Cres and 
not considering required production duty cycles can melt sockets!!

Customer later 
switched to 
Contactor using 
solid contacts to 
dissipate heat 
required to achieve 
desired test times.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This pictures show the results when a customer tried to drive too much current into two pins of a cantilever Kelvin housing.  This picture was provided by one of our Kelvin customers who replaced this Kelvin socket with a Kelvin Ready contactor.  In this case the contacts were not designed to handle this amount of steady-state current with a Matte Tin interface and temperature increased so much that it physically melted and destroyed the housing. It is impossible to test the contacts for each user’s test scenarios. However, it is possible to test the contacts with a standard procedure using proven techniques to make the necessary measurements so that accurate data can be extrapolated to any customer requirement. But if bad assumptions are made, catastrophic failure can occur.Repeated production testing without sufficient cooling results in a rise of contact and housing temperature and potentially causes catastrophic failures. The Figure shows a Kelvin housing that uses circular holes to incorporate a cantilever technology. The force contact couldn’t handle the temperature rise resulting from the current. Therefore, the socket was destroyed and the device was welded to the contact. In a Kelvin test scenario, the sense contact only handles a few picoamps of current and can be smaller and less robust. The force contact handles the current and should be designed as a rigid contact with enough mass and high conductivity to handle the expected current.Users don’t always realize the importance of a reliable and consistent contact when testing at elevated currents. High or varying contact resistance in the contact’s interface-to-device sometimes results in a significant voltage drop, which can soften or melt the matte tin plating. When one considers that the softening temperature of matte tin is reached at a voltage drop of 0.07V, and the melting temperature of matte tin is reached at 0.13V, then one bad insertion with an elevated contact resistance at 1Amp can cause a catastrophic failure.In a high current carrying test, it is important to make sure the contact can break through the matte tin oxide that often forms on the device pads. There is a fine line between breaking through oxide layers and a contact that has a self-cleaning wipe function. A self-cleaning wipe contact maintains a low Cres longer than technologies that probe through oxide layers. This is because debris and oxides form faster. The contact resistance rises to the limit faster; resulting in melted device plating that sticks to the contact and perhaps destroys both the device and the contact.
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RDSon Measurements Needs Low Cres

Wide variations in Contact Cres cause excessive false failures!!                 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows a typical specs for a MOSFET device that has a requirement for RDSon testing (Drain-Source Voltage/Drain-Source Current).  This RDSon device is important to test Cres because customers want to lower the on-state resistances of their power devices to improve there performance in battery or load management scenarios.  If the contactor resistance can’t be calibrated out or is variable, false failures and retesting will occur.  In some cases a Kelvin solution might be needed to verify performance.   As you can see from the datasheet and plot the higher the gate to source voltage the lower the On-resistance needs to be measured.  The important specifications that need testing are highlighted in yellow.  If current carrying capability is measured the contact has to handle a lot of current in a short time.  A contact can handle more current if it is pulsed at a duty cycle, where contact is not on all the time.  Some contactor companies (Johnstech) publishes the steady state current that the contact can handle with only a 20 degree temperature rise.  These are worst case conditions.  If the temperature is allowed to rise above 20 degrees the contact can handle more current provided that the voltage drop across the contact interface doesn’t exceed the device plating softening and melting temperature and weld itself to contact.  It the test condition specifies a duty cycle the contact can handle more current, at low duty cycles this current could be much greater than the steady state condition specified on Johnstech’s specs.  The datasheet has been reconfigured to fit on this slide, but all data and plots can be found on the website listed on bottom highlighted in blue.
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ROLTM Technology Cres
With NiPdAu Plated Device @ 175 oC

Solid contacts provide low and stable Cres!

Yield = Cres < 100 mOhms

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the contact resistance of four different contacts in a housing under extreme test conditions of 175 degrees Celsius. Each data point is a summary of 10K insertions.  Yield is defined by a Cres values above 100 mOhms.  Only one open occurred on one contact for the duration of the 300K+ insertions and that happened after 300K insertions, which is after the recommended elastomer replacement internal.  With a rigid contact and using a plating that is harder than Matte Tin the standard deviation was only 1.188 mohms across the whole contactor.  Of the four contacts plotted two were corner contacts and two were contacts in the middle of a QFN side.   The test devices were all platted with NiPdAu and from the same lot.
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Contact Resistance Repeatability –
Solid Contact vs. Spring Pin

Actual production data shows Cres variability causing false failures!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph is data provided by a customer who ran spring pins for a period of time then converted to a Johnstech ROL200 after a beta site evaluation.  This was a very sensitive device to contact resistance and the device was plated with matte tin.  On the spring pin there appears to be two modes of operation. The data included the resistance of the load board traces. The contact self-cleaning wipe action tends to breakdown debris.  After it is pushed away from the contact area the contact resistance returns to a more stable state.  With matte tin devices there is much more oxides and debris present in the contactor.  The original run was with a new wafer lot that contain some failed parts with higher resistance.  The results were with devices that originally passed and run again to see the repeatability of the contactor.  The RDSON limit for this test was 100 mOhms, which included some resistance of the circuit board.  This graph basically shows the huge difference in contact resistance between a solid one-piece contact with a scrubbing wipe function vs. a spring pin with 4 moving parts and no wipe function to help remove the matte tin oxide.
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Contactor RF Repeatability 
– Solid ROLTM Technology

Contact and elastomer were not 
replaced during test

Solid contact has very good RF repeatability!
Third party test data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the repeatability of insertion loss of a rigid one piece contact.  Variation in test data at higher frequencies is mostly due to measurement errors in the test equipment.  This test used surrogate devices. At each interval, new devices were inserted into the contactor and measurements were made.   Four virgin devices were used at each test interval to assess RF repeatability of the system.  With a rigid one-piece contact the path doesn’t change much with each insertion vs. contacts with multiple parts that compress together resulting in potentially different paths and Cres values on every insertion. NOTE:  Same Contacts and Elastomers were used for whole test, Surrogate devices were replaced every 100K insertions or at each test interval.
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Contactor Digital Repeatability –
Solid ROLTM Technology

Solid contact has consistent repeatable delay!
Third party test data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the digital repeatability of a rigid one-piece ROL200 contact.  From the data, you can see the response at each test interval is very repeatable and consistent compared to the input (blue line). The delay of the ROL200 contact has never changed due to the consistent signal path.  The difference between the initial data and after 1 million insertions for delay, rise, and fall time is extremely small and in some cases barely detectable by the measuring instruments.  With a one-piece rigid contact the test path length doesn’t vary over compression so the test results are much more repeatable over time.NOTE:  Same Contacts and Elastomers were used for whole test, Surrogate devices replaced every 100K insertions or at each test interval.
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0.8mm Pitch Verticon® 100 BGA 
Insertion Loss vs. Compression – S21

Shorter Contact lengths improve RF performance!
Third party test data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the measured data from a third party test house on electrical insertion loss performance changes due to compression of the two piece rigid contact system (Verticon).  Since the system and hard stop determine where the compression level is tested the results will be fairly consistent.  The more moving parts in the contactor test system the more potential variation in performance and more potential for false failures or false passes.  This data only shows the performance from first contact compression height to normally recommended compression level and doesn’t include the full compression range of the contact.
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0.8mm Pitch Verticon® 100 BGA Return 
Loss vs. Compression – S11

Increasing contact interfaces increases variation in RF 
performance during compression!

Third party test data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the measured data from a third party test house on electrical return loss performance changes due to compression of the two piece rigid contact system (Verticon).  Since the system and hard stop determine where the compression level is tested the results will be fairly consistent.  The more moving parts in the contactor test system the more potential variation in performance and more potential for false failures or false passes.  This data only shows the performance from first contact compression height to normally recommended compression level and doesn’t include the full compression range of the contact.   From the graph the more the contact is compressed the better the return loss match and lower the Cres of contact. However, the higher the forces needed to compress the contact the shorter the contact life.  Usually under production testing the higher the forces or insertion speed into the contactor the more tendencies for the contacts to wear.  If the presentation is not uniform the wear rate may not be equal on the contacts across the contactor.
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Importance of Design Margin
• Contact resistance will increase over time 

• Debris or oxides may impact Cres or ground inductance path

• IR drop across interfaces could cause softening or melting of 
device plating

• Variation in signal path and ground location will vary electrical 
performance

NOTE: The contactor will always add more ground inductance 
and resistance to the path than solder-to-board performance!  

All of these will affect Guard 
Bands and Test Limits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide explain why it is important to design margin into the test contactor. Contact resistances will increase over time and the rate depends on technology used, type of cleaning and plating material of deviceWhen dealing with Matte Tin or other device platings that oxide you need a scrubbing action to break through the oxide layer.  As buildup occurs on the contact surface the Cres of the contact increase until it reaches a point where it is sufficient to cause false failures and fail good parts.  This is when cleaning is required and is usually proceeded by a yield drop.  After cleaning the contactor improves its Cres performance, but over time it needs to be cleaned again.  Sometimes if the Cres results in a large enough IR drop across the interface it could be enough to soften or even melt the device plating causing the device to weld itself to contact.  Over repeated actuation the contact surface and ground surfaces may become dirty or form oxides left from devices that could increase the ground inductance and potentially cause drops in device gain or even oscillations.Sometimes insertion of devices into the test contactor changes the contact forces on the sides of the device, which could lead to varying Cres measurements.  This issue is most important on high frequency amplifiers because the more internal interfaces (move parts) the contact has, because of different forces, may change the signal path.  This is could be problematic inside the spring pin, which has two plungers, barrel and spring.
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Verticon® 100 BGA Modeled Data 
For Different Pitches – S21

Proximity of grounds affects performance at higher frequencies!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the differences in electrical insertion loss the Verticon contact has, especially at higher frequencies due to pitch of device.  The contacts are all the same size and width so performance changes are due to the fact that different contact spacing's change the characteristic impedance of the system (mutual capacitances and inductances decrease the larger the pitch).  The farther away the contactor system is from 50 ohms or the test equipment characteristic impedance the poorer the return loss and worse the mismatch errors are, which effects the insertion loss.
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Verticon® 100 BGA Modeled Data 
For Different Pitches – S11

Both pitch and contact design impacts characteristic impedance!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graphs shows the effects of pitch on return loss for the same Verticon contacts compressed to same level.  Just by looking at the form of graphs you can see the 0.5mm pitch contact starts out just slightly less than 50 Ohms at lower frequencies and slowly increases until it is near 50 ohms around 21 GHz then increases.  This yields a very good 20 dB return loss bandwidth of about 29 GHz, making it an optimized contact for all high speed digital applications.  At 0.8mm pitch the starting characteristic impedance is higher so it becomes close to 50 Ohms around 10 GHz. At 1.0mm pitch the characteristic impedance starts at 50 Ohms and increases over frequency so the match get worse the higher the test frequency.  On one hand having the same contact be usable for all pitches saves on production and spares costs and makes it easier to store replacements at all pitches the electrical performance will not be the same.  The good thing about this graph is the semiconductor industry as a whole is moving to smaller pitches, which for this contact could mean higher electrical performance.
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Verticon® 100 BGA Modeled Data 
For Different Pitches – S41

Return loss is correlated to Crosstalk!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This graph shows the effects of pitch on crosstalk performance.  Because the 0.5mm pitch contact has a characteristic impedance closer to 50 Ohms for a longer frequency range (better matched) its crosstalk performance is better.  This is because the better matched contact has few power reflection and hence more signal reaches the device so there is less radiated signal that reaches the adjacent contact.  The differences in performance aren’t as severe as the return loss case because crosstalk is also effected by how far the contacts are physically apart and the amount of housing material between the contacts.  Because a 0.5mm pitch system means the same thickness contacts are relatively closer it has an adverse effect on crosstalk.  Even for the 1.0mm pitch scenario the 20 dB return loss is still about 15 GHz, which is sufficient for most high speed digital applications in a BGA packages.  At 0.5mm pitch the 20 dB crosstalk is about 29 GHz, which is almost twice the bandwidth of using the same contacts in a 1.0mm pitch application.
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Signal Transition Comparison
RF Signal Launch vs. Airplane Take Off

RF performance degrades with 
every right angle connection!!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the difference is RF signal path for two different technologies.  RF signals, like many other things in the real world, do not handle abrupt changes in signal path well.  RF signals tend to propagate best when they can propagate in a straight line and do have to follow right angles.  Plus in all systems the longer the path length the more insertion loss.  This is reason why high frequency circuit boards tend to be small and made from high performance materials, such as Rogers, to reduce the test losses.  This is important when doing noise figure measurements because without calibrating out all the constant losses the noise figure will include the insertion loss of the input trace or any variability that might arise.  The right side shows a comparison to another system that many people used to get to the conference.  The airplane travels at relatively high speeds and typically travels a optimum path to get from one destination to another.  The plane tends to take off fast and at a angle, similar to a ROL contact technology.  On landing the airplane uses its wheels and shock absorbers to reduce impact and wear on runway similar to the ROL contacts, which use two shock absorbing elastomers to reduce the impact effects a customer’s handler or insertion velocity will have on the contact as and housing life.  Having two shock absorbing elastomers vs. one helps reduce the impact of the handler insertion speed and help make sure the contacts stay in housing and are held in place to facilitate fast replacements of contacts when they do wear out and need to be replaced. 
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Mechanical Considerations
• Wiping action vs. no wiping action effects MTBA and 

cleaning intervals

• One piece vs. multiple parts : more parts = more variability

• Handler interface issues – insertion speed

• Maintenance of parts

• Test conditions affect performance

Mechanical features also affect RF performance!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Although most of this presentation was spend on determining the electrical aspects of determining the requirements of a test socket or contactor the mechanical operation of the contactors is just as important.  The mechanical aspects of the contactor determine the life of the components, cleaning and maintenance cycles, and mean time to repair or replace components.  If the contacting function has a scrub or self-cleaning motion the interval between cleanings should be improved plus it will be easier to break through any tin oxide layers on Matte Tin plated devices.  Having a constant distance between device and load board interfaces will result in constant electrical parameters and having an one-piece rigid contact vs. a contact with many moving parts or paths results in variability in signal path witch will effect electrical performance.  The more moving and rubbing parts the more Cres and variability can be expected.  Having multiple paths is good to lower the inductance, but if over time the paths break or don’t get connected due to debris or oxide build up test results will vary and may cause an increased rate of false failures.  Having fewer parts is usually good for assembly and replacement, unless the parts are used to hold the contacts in the housing.  An elastomeric solution with two elastomers that act as shock absorbers is much easier to assemble than one.  One elastomer systems is like balancing and contact on your finger.  A two elastomer system with one elastomer on each side of contact holds the contact in place like holding a pencil with two fingers – one on each side.
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Solid Contact Shows Minimal 
Wear After  500K Insertions

XL-2 Contact

After 500K Insertions

NiPdAu Device Testing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a picture of a new XL-2 contact compared to one that has been running for over 500K insertions testing a NiPdAu device.  At 500K insertions, the wear is minimal and the contact can still be used for testing.  The tip wear is dependent on how well the handler is setup and the velocity at which the devices are inserted into the Contactor.  Typically the faster the device insertion the more wear is experienced on all parts of the system.  If the handler can move the part from tray to Contactor very quickly and then, during the last few millimeters of plunge, one helpful hint would be to reduce the insertion speed, then all parts of the test system will last longer.
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Cres Test Method Differences
• Testing with correct device plating

• Gold on gold gives best results.  Majority of packages 
use other platings ( i.e. Matte Tin and NiPdAu) 

• Hardness of plating affects performance

• Oxide level affects performance

• Wear and contaminants affect life

• Wiping or self cleaning action affect MTBA

• Testing at correct forces and insertion speeds

• Higher the force the lower the Cres

• Higher the force the shorter the contact life and MTBA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing that should be pointed out when looking at different contacting technologies is if the data presented on spec sheets is really representative of the testing being done.  Many contactor companies will test for Cres using gold standards and surrogates, which is not representative of actual real world testing that uses Matte Tin or NiPdAu.  With Matte Tin devices oxides usually build up quickly on device so a contactor with some sort of self cleaning action is preferred to break though this oxide layer.  This is most important during temperature testing when the cost to clean or maintain the contactor is much higher due to extra setup and temperature ramping that is needed to resume testing at temperature.  With Matte Tin being a very soft compound contact life might be fairly high, but extra cleanings could remove plating layers and result in degraded performance after a period of time.  NiPdAu is a fairly hard material that doesn’t have as many oxides so cleaning may not have to be done as frequently as testing With Matte Tin, but the contacts tend to wear quicker and are usually dependent on insertion speed and force into the contactor and ability of contact to absorb those forces.  NiPdAu is typically a flash plating so pads may be recessed on devices under test, which means the contacting technology must be more accurate when hitting the pads or have a smaller interface, which degrades life.  Many devices have fairly loose package tolerances, meaning alignment openings need to be larger to prevent jams that reduce test efficiency and may destroy contactor system, which further requires a smaller reduce tip size to assure contact to device pads.
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Conclusion
• Ground inductance is extremely important when measuring 
high frequency signals and devices with high gain

• Shorter paths result in better electrical performance 
(hypotenuse shorter than sum of legs)

• Solid contacts have current carrying advantages over 
contacts with multiple parts

• Fewer contact interfaces result in lower Cres

• Repeatability improves both electrical and mechanical data             
accuracy resulting in higher yields

• Not all specifications are created equal

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In conclusion numerous things can determine what requirements are needed in a test contactor. Being able to look at device specifications helps in determining the requirements for both manual characterization and production testing.  Sometimes key device specs will determine if the contactor technology will work on not.  With devices working and being tested at higher frequencies and having higher gains ground inductance is extremely important.  In many cases a better performing test contactor is needed because the device design didn’t account for extra ground inductance in the test contactor.  In many cases a short path contactor is required to assure performance and provide enough margin in test requirements to simplify testing. This is especially true when variability due to oxides, device plating, debris, package tolerances all adversely effect performance and maintenance cycles.  In almost all production scenarios the maintenance costs due to test time lost, spares cost and cleaning are much higher than the initial acquisition cost of the contactor.  Having the right contactor can sometimes pay for itself in a few days or even hours.
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